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Ore defined a graph to be geodetic if and only if there is a unique shortest 
path between two points, and posed the problem of characterizing such graphs. 
Here this problem is studied in the context of oriented graphs and such geodetic 
orientations are characterized first for complete graphs (geodetic tournaments), 
then for complete bipartite and complete tripartite graphs, and finally for 
complete k-partite graphs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper we will, for the most part, use the terminology 
of Harary, Norman, and Cartwright [I]. In particular, all directed graphs 
under consideration are assumed to be oriented graphs (directed graphs 
having no symmetric pair of directed edges) and no attempt is made to 
distinguish between an oriented graph and its underlying undirected graph. 
If a and b are any two points in a graph G, a shortest path from a to b 
is called a geodesic. Ore [2] has called an undirected graph G geodetic 
if and only if there is a unique geodesic between any two points in G, 
i.e., if and only if G is connected and there is at most one geodesic between 
any two points in G. Analogously, a directed graph G is called geodetic 
if and only if there is at most one geodesic between any two points in G. 
Stemple and Watkins [3] have characterized planar geodetic graphs, but 
have restricted their attention to undirected graphs. The property of being 
geodetic is a self-dual concept in that a graph G is geodetic if and only if its 
converse graph G’ is geodetic. According to the principle of directional 
duality, for every theorem about directed graphs, there is a corresponding 
theorem obtained by replacing every concept by its converse, so that 
statements which result from a given statement merely by considering a 
converse graph will be asserted by this principle of directional duality. 
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We denote a path P from u0 to a, passing through a,, a, ,..*, ci,-i by 
aOn .v. a, and if such a path is a geodesic we denote it by [a,a, ..’ g,j. 
If paths P1 and P, have the same initial point and same terminal point, 
we write PI N P2 so that [L&C] N [a&], for instance, means that abc and 
a& are both geodesics from a to c. 
A strangty connected graph is one in which any two points are mutually 
reachable, and a strong component of a graph G is a maximal strongly 
connected subgraph of G. The strong components of a graph G partition 
its. point set Y(G). A point of indegree 0 or outdegree 0 is clearly a strong 
component by itself, but other points may be strong components as well 
(for example, if G is a path, then every point is a strong component but 
only the end points have indegree 0 or outdegree 0). A graph consisting 
of a single point will be called trivial, and any other graph will be called 
nontrivial. A point of indegree 0 (outdegree 0) will be called a Eocal SOWM 
(local sink). A strongly connected graph which is also geodetic will be 
called strongly geodetic. 
A quasilevel assignment of a graph G associates with each point ai a 
positive integer ni , called its quasilevef, such that: (I) if aiaj is an edge in G, 
then ni < nj , and (2) ni = nj if and only if ai and aj are mutually 
reachable. It can be shown that every directed graph G has a quasilevel 
assignment in which two points have the same quasilevel if and only if 
they belong to the same strong component of G. 
If G is geodetic, then every strong component S of G is also geodetic, 
since every path (in G) between two points in S must lie in S, so that the 
strong components of a geodetic graph must be strongly geodetic. If G 
is a strongly connected graph, then G contains no local source or local 
sink. The converse, however, is not true in general, although it will turn 
out to be true for geodetic complete bipartite and tripartite graphs. 
In view of the preceding remarks, a quasilevel assignment of a geodetic 
complete k-partite graph yields the following theorem. 
TEEOREM I. If G is a geodetic complete k-par&e graph with 
V(G) = VI u v, u *A- U V, , then there exists another p~rt~t~o~ of V(G);), 
V(G)=Sl~S,~~**uS,suchthat 
(i) The induced subgraph on Si (1 < i < n) is strongly geodetic; 
(ii) Ifp E Si and q E SJ for i < j, then pq E G if”and only $p and q do 
not belong to the same partition set (V, , V2 , . . ., V,J of 6. 
Explicit representations are obtained in the various cases by character- 
izing the structure of corresponding nontrivial strongly geodetic subgraphs. 
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2. COMPLETE GRAPHS 
The simplest class on which to characterize geodetic orientations is the 
class of complete graphs, the complete graph on y1 points being denoted 
by K, . An oriented complete graph is called a tournament. We first 
characterize strongly geodetic tournaments. 
THEOREM 2. T is a nontrivial strongly geodetic tournament if and only if 
T = K3 oriented cyclicly (T is a cyclic triple). 
Proof. If T is a cyclic triple, then T is certainly strongly geodetic. 
Conversely, if T is strongly connected, then T contains at least three 
points, and suppose T contains at least four points. Since a strongly 
connected tournament contains cycles of every length > 3 [l, pp. 305-3061, 
there exist points a, b, c, d E T such that ab, bc, cd, da E T and without 
loss of generality, we may assume ac E T. Since T is geodetic, db E T 
(otherwise [abd] - [acd]). But then [dac] - [dbc], which contradicts 
the fact that T is geodetic. Hence the assumption that T contains at least 
four points leads to a contradiction, and we conclude that T is a cyclic 
triple. 
THEOREM 3. T is a geodetic tournament on k points with V(T) = 
v, u vz u *a* u V, if and only if there exists another partition of V(T), 
V(T)=S,uS,U--.uS,suchthat 
(i) ] Si / = 1 or 3, 1 < i < n; 
(ii) rf 1 Si 1 = 3, the induced tournament on Si is a cycle; 
(iii) Ifp E St , q E Sj for i < j, then pq E T. 
ProoJ The sufficiency is obvious since any geodesic that exists 
between two points belonging to distinct partition sets (S, , S, ,..., S,) 
must necessarily be of length 1 and hence unique, and any geodesic 
between two points belonging to the same partition set (S, , S, ,..., S,) is 
unique since the only path between the two points lies on a cycle containing 
the points. 
For the proof of the necessity we note that since a tournament on k 
points is a complete k-partite graph on k points, Theorem 1 applies. 
According to Theorem 2, the only nontrivial strong components are 
cyclic triples, so that (i) and (ii) follow. Since every pair of distinct points 
belongs to distinct partition sets (VI , V, ,..., V,) of G, (iii) follows. 
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3. COMPLETE BIPARTITE GRAPHS 
A bipartite graph G with V(G) = V, u V2 is said to be complete 
provided that for any p E VI and q E V, there exists an edge between p 
and q. Of course, every bipartite graph (not necessarily complete) has at 
least one geodetic orientation, that obtained by letting every point in V1 
have indegree (or outdegree) 0. If the partition sets VI and V, contain m 
and n points, respectively, we use the notation G = K,,, to denote the 
complete bipartite graph whose partition sets are k; and Vz and we adopt 
the convention that m < n. 
THEOREM 4. Eljery geodetic complete bipartite graph G = G,, except 
K2,2 oriented cyclicly contains either a local source or local sink. 
ProoJ If m = 1, the assertion is obvious since each of the n points 
in V, is either a local source or local sink. 
If m = rr = 2 and G = K,,, is not oriented cyclicly, then at least one 
point in either V, or V, is a local source or local sink. 
Suppose that m 3 2 and n > 3 and that G = KTn,, contains no local 
source or local sink. Let d, = max(od( p): p E VJ, di = max(id( p): p E VII 
and dmax = max{dO , di}. By directional duality, we may assume dmax = do. 
Let a be a point with ad(a) = dmax . Since n 3 3, dmax 2 2, so let b ZI.IXI c 
be points such that ab and ac are oriented edges in G (see Fig. 1). Since a is 
FIGURE 1 
not a loGa source there exists a point d such that da E G and since b is not 
a local sink, there exists a point e such that be f G. Since G is geodetic, 
ec E G (otherwise [abe] - [ace]) and ed E G (otherwise [dac] - [dec]). 
Since c is not a local sink, there exists a point f such that cf~ G. If the 
edge between d andfis oriented df, then [ecf] - [edf] and if it is oriented 
fd$ then [abed] - [a&d]. Thus, in either case we have a contradiction 
to the fact that G is geodetic, so that the assumption that G contains 
no local source or local sink is false, and the proof is complete. 
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COROLLARY 4.1. G is a strongly geodetic complete bipartite graph if 
and only if G = Kg.2 oriented cyclicly. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If G is a geodetic complete bipartite graph, then G is 
strongly geodetic zyand only if G contains no local source or local sink. 
We now have a characterization of geodetic complete bipartite graphs. 
THEOREM 5. If G is a geodetic complete bipartite graph with 
V(G) = V, u V, , then there exists another partition of V(G), V(G) = 
s, u s, v --. v S, such that 
(i) 1 Si 1 = 1 for i # k; 
(ii) Either S, = ia or else Sk = I&,, oriented cyclicly; 
(iii) If p E St , q E Sj for i < j, then pq E G zf and only ifp and q do 
not belong to the same parititon set (V, or V,) of G. 
Proof. The appropriate partition and (iii) follow from Theorem 1. 
According to Corollary 4.1, any nontrivial strong component must be 
isomorphic to K,,, oriented cyclicly and since G is geodetic, G can contain 
at most one nontrivial strong component, so that (i) and (ii) follow. 
From Theorem 5, we can systematically construct the essential structures 
possible for geodetic complete bipartite graphs by prescribing Sk and 
determining the possible configurations of the remaining points. In 
determining essential structures, we shall label the partition sets of G 
(V, and VJ by I and II without regard to their relative sizes. In Fig. 2 
. . . 
. . . 
X 
. . 
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. . . 
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FIG. 2. Essential structures of geodetic complete bipartite graphs. 
we adopt the convention that any edge which is oriented downward may 
be deleted. Suppose Sk = K,,, oriented cyclicly and suppose S, = {a> C I. 
If b is any other point in I not in Sk, then b E Si for some i -=c k, since 
otherwise there would exist at least two geodesics from a to b. If c is any 
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point in II not in SR , then c E & for some i > k, since otherwise there 
would exist at least two geodesics from a to either point in I belonging 
to S, . Hence we obtain structure (i) in Fig. 2. A similar analysis when 
Si, = o yields the essential structures (ii) and (iii) in Fig. 2. 
The following special case of Theorem 5 will be used in the proof of 
Theorem 7. 
COROLLARY 5.1. If  G = K,,,) the8 G has three (~o~isomor~b~~~ 
geodetic orientations. 
4. COMPLETE TRIPARTITE GRAPHS 
Recall that a k-partite graph G with V(G) = V, u V, u **I LJ Vk is 
said to be complete provided that for any p E Vi and q E Vj , i # j, these 
exists an edge between p and q. In order to characterize geodetic complete 
k-part&e graphs for k 3 3, we make use of certain facts concerning the 
length of geodesics in such geodetic graphs (and in their induce 
subgraphs). In this context, the following concept is useful. 
I~EFINITION. A directed graph G is said to be geodetic up bo 2-~~~~~ 
provided that for any two points p, q E V(G), there is at most one geodesic 
of length. < 2 from p to q (and from q to p). 
While it is not necessarily true that an induced subgraph of a geodetic 
graph is geodetic, it is true that an induced subgraph of a geodetic graph 
is geodetic up to 2-paths, so that the following facts will apply not only 
to the geodetic complete k-partite graphs directly under study, but also 
to their induced subgraphs as well. 
LEMMA 1. If G is a complete k-partite graph geodetic up to 2-paths, 
and abed is a geodesic, then either a and c or b and d belong to the same 
partition set of G. 
Proof. If a and c are not in the same partition set, since abed is a 
geodesic, we have ca E G. Similarly, if b and dare not in the same pa&is 
set, then db E 6. But then [cab] N [cdb], w ic contradicts the fact that G h h 
Ss geodetic up to 2-paths. 
LEMMA 2. If G is a complete k-partite graph geodetic up to 2-paths and 
abcde is a geodesic, then a, c, and e belong to the same partition set of 6. 
PuooJ: Since any subpath of a geodesic must also be a geodesic, abed is 
a geodesic. By Lemma I, either a and c or b and d belong to the same 
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partition set of G. If b and d belong to the same partition set, then, since 
abcde is a geodesic, we have da E G and eb E G. But then [dab] N [deb], 
which contradicts the fact that G is geodetic up to 2-paths. Hence a and c 
belong to the same partition set of G. A similar argument on bcde shows 
that c and e belong to the same partition set of G. 
LEMMA 3. If G is a complete k-partite graph geodetic up to 2-paths, 
then G contains no geodesic of length greater than 4. 
Proof. Suppose abcdef is a geodesic in G. Since every subpath of a 
geodesic is itself a geodesic, abcde and bcdef are geodesics in G, so by 
Lemma 2, a, c, and e belong to the same partition set of G, and b, d, and f 
belong to the same partition set of G. Since abcdef is a geodesic, we must 
have da E G and eb E G. But then [dab] - [deb], which contradicts the 
fact that G is geodetic up to 2-paths. Hence G contains no geodesic of 
length 5, and since every subpath of a geodesic is a geodesic, we conclude 
that G contains no geodesic of length greater than 4. 
Simple examples show that a geodetic complete k-partite graph may 
contain geodesics of length 4, but the following lemma shows that such 
paths may not occur in pairs. 
LEMMA 4. If G is a complete k-partite graph geodetic up to 2-paths and 
p, q E V(G), then no two geodesics of length 4 may join p and q. 
ProoJ Suppose pabcq and pdefq are geodesics in G. By Lemma 2, 
p, q, b, and e belong to the same partition set of G. Since G is geodetic 
up to 2-paths, we must have bd E G (otherwise [ pab] N [ pdb]) and ce E G 
(otherwise [ecq] - [efq]). But then [bee] - [bde], which contradicts the 
fact that G is geodetic up to 2-paths. 
The lemma is not true for geodesics of length 3, as may be seen by the 
orientation of KS,3 shown in Fig. 3, in which abcf and adef are both 
geodesics from a to f  although the orientation is geodetic up to 2-paths. 
These facts simplify the task greatly, since any orientation which is not 
e 
FIGURE 3 
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geodetic must then possess two geodesics of either length 2 or length 3 
between some pair of points. In particular, an in uced subgraph of a 
geodetic graph is geodetic up to 2-paths, so that the only possible way 
such an induced subgraph may not be geodetic is that it possess two 
geodesics of length 3 between some pair of points. This fact allows us to 
assert the following. 
THEOREM 6. If G is a geodetic complete tripartite graph containing Kzi;,;,,, 
andp is any point in G, then G - p is geodetic. 
PTOO$ Since G is geodetic and G - p is an induced subgraph, G - JT 
is geodetic up to 2-paths. Assume G -p is not geodetic. Then by the 
previous observation, G -p must contain two geodesics of length 3 
between some pair of points and since G is geodetic, G must contain 
a path of length 2 containing p and joining the two points. We then have 
the skeletal diagram in Fig. 4. To determine the remaining edges in the 
FIGURE 4 
induced subgraph of G generated by these seven points, we must know 
which partition sets of G each point belongs to, and since all arguments are 
symmetric in I’, , I’, , and V, , we shall simply use the numbers 1,2, and 3 
to denote the three partition sets of G. By Lemma 1, either a and c or b 
and f belong to the same partition set of G, so, without loss of generality, 
we assume a and c belong to partition set 1 (if b and f belong to the same 
partition set, consider the converse graph), We also assume p belongs to 
partition set 2, and since f is adjacent from both c and p, f must belong 
to partition set 3. We then have the skeletal diagram in Fig. 5. For the 
remaining points b, d, and e, we have, using Lemma 1, that b may belong 
to partition sets 2 or 3, and d may belong to partition set 2 (in which case e 
must belong to partition set 1) or to partition set 3 (in which case e may 
belong to either partition set 1 or partition set 2). As in Fig, 4, in all cases 
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FIGURE 5 
the induced subgraph G’ contains the oriented edges ab, ad, up, bc, cf, de, 
ef, andpf, as well as the edge fa, since abcf is a geodesic in G - p. 
Case I. b and d belong to partition set 2, e belongs to partition set 2. 
Since G r) Kz,2,2 , there exists a point g in partition set 3 and, with this 
point, the induced subgraph G’ looks like Fig. 6. Since G is geodetic, 
FIGURE 6 
fb E G’ (otherwise [abf] - [apf]) and fd E G’ (otherwise [adf] - [apf]). 
Suppose ga E G’. Then, since G is geodetic, gc E G’ (otherwise 
[cfa] - [cga]), and ge E G’ (otherwise [efa] - [ega]). But then [gcf] - 
[gej], which contradicts the fact that G is geodetic. Hence ag E G’. 
Then, since G is geodetic, gb E G’ (otherwise [fag] - mg]) and gc E G’ 
(otherwise [cfb] - [cgb]). But then [abc] - [age], which contradicts the 
fact that G is geodetic. 
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Case II. b belongs to partition set 3, d belongs to partition set 2, 
e belongs to partition set 1. The induced subgraph G’ looks like Fig. 7. 
Since G is geodetic, fd E G’ (otherwise [adf] - [apf]), bds 6’ (otherwise 
L&b1 - E./Qbl), and bp E G’ (otherwise [pbd] - [pfdj). mt then 
tbcf 1 - [bpf 1, which contradicts the fact that G is geodetic. 
FIGURE 7 
Case III. b belongs to partition set 2, d belongs to partition set 3, 
e belongs to partition set 1. By interchanging b with d and G with e, this 
case becomes identical with case II. 
Case IV. b and d belong to partition set 3, e belongs to partition set 1. 
Since G 1 K2,2,2 , there exists a point g in partition set 2, and with this 
point, the induced subgraph G’ looks like Fig. 8. Since G is geodetic, 
pb E G’ (otherwise [bcf] - [bpf]) and ep E G’ (otherwise [ade] - [ape]). If 
FIGURE 8 
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ga E G’, then also eg E G’ (otherwise [gap] - [gep]). But then [efa] - [ega], 
which contradicts the fact that G is geodetic. Hence ag E G’. Then, since 
G is geodetic, fg E G’ (otherwise [agf] - [apf]), and bg E G’ (otherwise 
Lfab] - [fgb]). But then [pbg] - [pfg], which contradicts the fact that G 
is geodetic. 
Case V. b and e belong to partition set 2, d belongs to partition set 3. 
The induced subgraph G’ looks like Fig. 9. Since G is geodetic, fb E G 
(otherwise [abf] - [apf]), db E G’ (otherwise uad] - [fbd]), and dp E G 
(otherwise [pdb] - [pfb]). But then [def] - [dpf], which contradicts the 
fact that G is geodetic. 
FIGURE 9 
Case VI. b and d belong to partition set 3, e belongs to partition set 2. 
The induced subgraph G’ looks like Fig. 10. Since G is geodetic, ea E G 
(otherwise [aef] - [apf]), cp E G’ (otherwise [abc] - [apt]), and ce E G 
(otherwise [eap] - [ecp]). But then [tea] N [cfa], which contradicts the 
fact that G is geodetic. Thus, in any case, the assumption that G -p is 
not geodetic leads to a contradiction, and the proof is complete. 
FIGURE 10 
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This result is crucial in that it will allow us to use induction on the 
number of points in G to show that sufficiently Large complete tripartite 
graphs (those containing I&.& may not be strongly geodetic.Accordingly, 
we must show that the smallest such graph, .Kz,,,, itself, may not be 
strongly geodetic. We accomplish this by determining all possible geodetic 
orientations of Kz,2,3 . 
THEOREM 7. If G = K2,2,2, then G has 6 (n~~~so~orp~~~~ geodetic 
orientations. 
Proof. Assume G is geodetic. Let & = rnax~Qd(~):~ E V(G)), di = 
max(id(p): p E V(G)} and dmaX = max{& , c&i>. By directional duality, 
we may assume dmax = d, , and clearly 2 < dmax < 4. Let a be a point 
with ad(a) = dmsx and consider the various cases for d,,, (with the 
points of G labeled as in Fig. 11). 
b f b f 
c d c d 
b f h f 
63 G4 
c d c d 
b f b f 
Gs G6 
FIG. 11. Geodetic orientations of I&,,,, . 
Case I. dmax = 4. 
(i) Suppose ad(b) = 4, so that both a and b are local sources. Then 
G is geodetic if and only if the induced subgraph G’ = G - (a, b) = I&, 
is geodetic. Then by Corollary 5.1, corresponding to the three non- 
isomorphic geodetic orientations of K,,, are the graphs GI , Gz , and G, 
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(see Fig. 11). The graphs G, and G, are obtained as the converses of Gr 
and Gz , respectively, whereas G, is self-converse. 
(ii) Suppose ad(b) = 3 and assume, without loss of generality, that 
the edge between b and c is oriented cb. Consider all possible orientations 
of the remaining four edges and the resulting graphs: 
Remaining edges Resulting graph 
ce, ed, cf; df 
ce, 4 cf,fd 
w e&f& df 
ce, ed, jiz, fd 
ce, de, cf, df 
ce, de, 4 fd 
ce, de, fc, df 
ce, de, fc, fd 
ec, de, fc, fd 
ec, de, fc. df 
ec, de, cf, fd 
ec, de, c. df 
ec, 4 fc, fd 
ec, ed,fc, df 
ec, ed, cf, fd 
ec, 4 4 df 
Not geodetic ([cbd] - [ted]) 
Not geodetic ([cbd] - [ted]) 
Not geodetic ([cbd] - [ted]) 
Not geodetic ([cbd] - [ted]) 
G4 
Not geodetic ([cbd] N [cj2]) 
G6 
Not geodetic ([fee] - [ fde]) 
Not geodetic ([bet] - [bfc]) 
Not geodetic ([bee] - [bfc]) 
Not geodetic ([cbd] - [cfd]) 
G6 
Not geodetic ([bee] N [bfc]) 
Not geodetic ([bet] - [bfc]) 
Not geodetic ([cbd] - [cfd]) 
Not geodetic ([ecf ] - [edf 1) 
The only new graph obtained in this case is G, , which is self-converse. 
(iii) If ad(b) < 3, then there must exist at least two geodesics from 
a to b, so that the resulting orientation of G could not be geodetic. 
Case II. &ax = 3. We may assume, without loss of generality, that G 
contains the oriented edges ac, ad, ae, and fa. 
(i) Suppose ad(b) = 3. Then there are either two or three common 
points to which both a and b are adjacent. If there are three such common 
points, then bc, bd, be, fb E G and [fuel - Cfbe], which contradicts the 
fact that G is geodetic. If there are two common points, they may both lie 
in the same partition set of G or not. If they both lie in the same partition 
set of G, then be, bd, eb, bf E G. Suppose ec E G. Then, since G is geodetic, 
fc E G (otherwise [ebf] - [ecf]), and in this case c is a local sink, which 
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contradicts the assumption that d,,, = 3. Hence ce E G and, since G is 
geodetic, ed E G (otherwise [bee] - [Me]), and J-V E G (otherwise 
WI - [edf ]>. But then d is a local sink, which contradicts the assumption 
thatdma, = 3. If the two common points do not lie in the same partition 
set of 6, we may assume G contains the oriented edges bc, db, be, and 
Suppose ec E 6. Then, since G is geodetic, ed E G (otherwise [dbc] - [dec]), 
G (otherwise [bedI - [bfd]), and J”c E G (otherwise [ecf] - [edf]). 
then [dbc] - [dfc], h h w  ic contradicts the fact &at G is geodetic. 
rice ce E G and, since G is geodetic, cf E G (otherwise [fae] - 
fd E G (otherwise [acf ] - [adf I), and ed E 6 (otherwise [fae] - 
But then [ted] - [cfd], which contradicts the fact that G is geodetic. 
(ii) Suppose ad(b) = 2. Then there are either one or two common 
points to which both a and b are adjacent. If there are two such common 
points, they may both lie in the same partition set of G or not. If they 
both lie in the same partition set of 6, then bc, bd, eb,fb E 6. Then, since 
G is geodetic, SC E G (otherwise [fat] cv [fbc]j and fd E G (otherwise 
[fad] - ffbd]) and in this case f is a local source, which contradicts the 
assumption that d,, = 3. If the two common points do not lie in the 
same partition set of G, we may assume G contains the oriented e 
bc, db, be, andfb. But then [fuel - [fbe], which contradicts the fact 
G is geodetic. If there is one common point, then there must exist two 
geodesics from a to b, which contradicts the fact that G is geodetic. 
(iii) If ad(b) < 2, then there must exist at least two geodesics from 
a to b, which contradicts the fact that G is geodetic. 
Thus, in Case II, there are no geodetic orientations of 6. 
Case III. dmax = 2. In this case, G must be a graph in which all points 
have indegree and outdegree 2. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
ac, ce E 6;. Suppose ad E G. Then, since ad(a) = 2, ea,fa E G, and since 
G is geodetic, ed E G (otherwise [ace] - Lade]). Since ad(d) = 2, db, df 6 G, 
and since G is geodetic, fc E G (otherwise [a@] - [adf]). Since ad(c) = 2, 
cb E 6. ut then [acb] - [adb], which contradicts the fact that G is 
geodetic. Hence da E 6. Suppose de E G. Then, since ad(d) = 2, bd, fd E G, 
and since G is geodetic, cf~ G (otherwise [fee] - [$de]). Since ad(c) = 2, 
bc E 6, and since ad(b) = 2, eb E G. But then [bee] - [bde], whkh 
contradicts the fact that G is geodetic. Hence ed E G. Suppose be E 6. 
Then, since ad(c) = 2, cf E G, and since G is geodetic, df E G (otherwise 
Iced] - [cfd]). Since ad(d) = 2, bd E G and since ad(b) = 2, fb E 6. But 
then [bcf] - [bdf], which contradicts the fact that G is geodetic. Hence 
cb E G. Since ad(c) = 2, fc E G, and since G is geodetic, db E G (otherwise 
[cbd] - [ted]) and fd E G (otherwise [dac] - [dfc]). Sizlce ad(b) = 2, 
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bf E G. But then Ifcb] N [fdb], which contradicts the fact that G is 
geodetic. Thus, in case III, there are no geodetic orientations of G. 
COROLLARY 7.1. If G = K2,2,2, then every geodetic orientation of G 
contains either a local source or local sink. 
COROLLARY 7.2. If G = Kz,z,z, then G is not strongly geodetic. 
We then have the analog of Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 8. Every geodetic complete tripartite graph G containing 
K 2,2,2 contains either a local source or local sink. 
Proof: Proof is by induction on the number of points in G. If G is a 
geodetic complete tripartite graph containing Kz,z,z with 6 points, then 
G = -G,z,z and the conclusion follows from Corollary. 7.1. Suppose the 
conclusion holds for all geodetic complete tripartite graphs containing 
K 2,2,2 with n (n > 6) or fewer points and suppose G is a geodetic complete 
tripartite graph containing K2,z,z with IZ + 1 points. Let p be any point 
in G such that G’ = G - p contains K2,2,2 . Then G’ is a complete 
tripartite graph containing K2,z,z which is geodetic by Theorem 6, so by 
the induction hypothesis there exists a point s which is either a local 
source or local sink in G’. As before, we shall identify the partition sets 
of G by the numbers 1, 2, and 3, so we may assume that s belongs to 
partition set 1 and, by directional duality, that s is a local source in G’. 
If p belongs to partition set 1 or if sp f G, then the conclusion follows, 
since s is also a local source in G, so assume that p belongs to partition 
set 2 and thatps E G (see Fig. 12). Let a and b be any two points in partition 
d b 
FIGURE 12 
set 3. By the choice of s, sa, sb E G, and since G is geodetic, p is adjacent 
to at least one of the two points a and b (otherwise [sap] - [sbp]). We 
assume, without loss of generality, that pa E G. If a is a local sink, the 
conclusion follows, so assume a is adjacent to some point in G. If ac E G 
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for some point c in partition set 2, then [pat] - [psc], which contradicts 
the fact that G is geodetic. Hence there exists a point d in partition set 1 
such that ad E G. Let c # p be any point in partition set 2. By the c 
of s, SC E G and since G is geodetic, de E G (otherwise [sad] - [scd]), 
ca E G (otherwise [pat] - [psc]), and dp E G (otherwise [pdc] - [psc]). 
But then [dca] - [dpa], which contradicts the fact that G is geodetic. 
COROLLARY 8.1. If G is a complete tripartite graph containnig K2,2,2 
then G is not strongly geodetic. 
In order to use Theorem 1 in characterizing geodetic complete tripartite 
graphs, we must determine the structure of all strong components. We 
have just seen that no strong component may contain KZ,Z,Z but we must 
also determine which graphs that do not contain KZ,2,2 may be strongly 
geodetic. Accordingly, we have the following two theorems. 
THEQREIVP 9. For each n > 1, G = Kl,l,n has exactly oze geodetic 
orientation (to within isomorphism) containing no IocaE source or local sink. 
ProoJ Fix II, let V, = (p}, V2 = (4) and assunae G is geodetic and 
contains no local source or local sink. Since G contains no local source of 
local sink, each of the 1”~ points in V, has indegree and outdegree 1 
(see Fig. 13). We may assume, without loss of generality, that pq E G and 
c1 
FIGURE 13 
if id(p) > 1, then there must exist at least two geodesics from 4 to p, 
which contradicts the fact that G is geodetic. Hence id(p) = 1, the 
graph C, is obtained, and the orientation is unique (to within isomorphism) 
since C, is self-converse. 
COROLLARY 9.1. For each n > 1, G = Kl,r,, is strongly geodetic if 
and only if G is isomorphic to C, . 
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THEOREM 10. For each 2 < m < n, G = K,,,,,, is a geodetic graph 
containing no local source or local sink if and only if either n = m or 
n = m + 1 and 
(i) if n = A, G is isomorphic to either C, or C, (see Fig. 14); 
(ii) ifn = m + 1, G is isomorphic to either C, or C, (see Fig. 14). 
FIGURE 14 
Proof: The sufficiency is easily verified. 
For the proof of the necessity, fix m and n, assume G is geodetic and 
contains no local source or local sink, and let V, = {il. First we show that 
every point in V, or V, has outdegree 1 or indegree 1. Suppose not and 
let a be a point such that ad(a), id(a) > 2. Since all arguments are 
symmetric in V, and V, , we assume without loss of generality, that 
a E V, and that ai E G (see Fig. 15). By the choice of a, there exist points 
i 
a b 
e 
d 
FIGURE 15 
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b, c, and d in V3 such that ab, ca, da E 6. Since G contains no local sink, 
k‘ must be adjacent to some point in G. 
Case I. i is adjacent to some point in Vz . Let e E V, be a point such 
that ie E G. Then, since G is geodetic, eb E G (otherwise [abe] - [aie]), 
ed E G (otherwise [dab] - [deb]), and ce E G (otherwise [~a] - [eda]) 
But then [cab] N [ceb], which contradicts the fact that G is geodetic. 
Case II. i is adjacent to some point in V3 to which n is also adjacent. 
Assume, without loss of generality, that ib E 6. Then, since G is geodetic, 
ic E G (otherwise [cab] - [cib]) and id E G (otherwise [dab] - [dib]). 
then [ica] - [ida], which contradicts the fact that G is geodetic. 
Case III. i is adjacent to some point in V3 from which a is adjacent. 
Assume, without loss of generality, that ic E G. Then, since G is geodetic, 
di E C (otherwise [ica] - [ida]) and bi E G (otherwise [dab] - [dib]). 
Since G contains no local source, there exists a point e E V, such that 
ed E G, and since G is geodetic, ce E G (otherwise [ecn] - [eda]), be E G 
(otherwise [cab] - [ceb]), and ei E G (otherwise [abe] - [aie]). But then 
[cai] - fcei], which contradicts the fact that G is geodetic. 
Thus, in any case, the assumption that G contains a point of outdegree 
and indegree > 2 leads to a contradiction, and we conclude that every 
point in V, or V, has either outdegree It or indegree 1. 
Next we show that every point in V, (or V,) has the same outdegree and 
indegree. Let a E V, be a point of outdegree 1, let b be any other point 
in V, , and as before, let V, = (il. 
Case I. Suppose ai E G. 
(i) If ib E G and c and d are any two points in V3 3 then, since G is 
geodetic, either cb E G or db E G (otherwise [bca] - [bda]). But then 
id(b) 3 2: so that by the previous observation ad(b) = 1. 
(ii) If bi E G, then, since G contains no local source or local sink, 
i must be adjacent to some point and b must be adjacent from some point 
in G. Suppose c E V, is a point such that ic E G and suppose d E V3 is a 
point such that db E G (see Fig. 16). Since G is geodetic: d f c (otherwise 
[cai] - [cbi]) and then di E G (otherwise [dai] - [dbi]) and cb E G 
(otherwise [dbc] - [die]). But then [cai] - [cbi], which contradicts the 
fact that G is geodetic. Thus i cannot be adjacent to any point in V3. 
Suppose c E V2 is a point such that ie E G and suppose d E V, is a point 
such that db E G. Suppose also ad(b) > 2 and let e E V3 be a point such 
that be E G (see Fig. 17). Then, since G is geodetic, ce E G (o~be~~se 
[bet] - [bit]) and de E G (otherwise [cda] - [tea]). But then [dbe] - [dce], 
which contradicts the fact that G is geodetic. Thus no point of g/2 adjacent 
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to i can have outdegree 3 2. Suppose ad(b) = 1 and let c and d be any 
two points in V, (see Fig. 18). Then since G is geodetic, ci E G (otherwise 
[cai] - [cbi]) and di E G (otherwise [dai] - [dbi]), and since G contains 
no local source, there exist points e, f E V, such that ec, fd E G, and since 
G is geodetic, e # f (otherwise [ecu] - [eda]). Since id(c) = id(d) = 1, 
a 
b d 
i 
a 
b d 
FIGURE 16 FIGURE 17 FIGURE 18 
we have de, cf E G and since no point of V, adjacent to i can have 
outdegree > 2, we have ie, if E G. But then, i cannot be adjacent to any 
point in V, since there would have to exist at least two geodesics from this 
point to i, so that [ieca] - [ifda], which contradicts the fact that G is 
geodetic. Thus, we have shown that the assumption bi E G leads to a 
contradiction, and we conclude that if ai E G, then no other point in V, 
can be adjacent to i and, furthermore, every point in V, has outdegree 1. 
Case II. Suppose ia E G. Let c E V3 be a point such that ac E G. 
(i) If bi E G and d # c is any other point in V, , then since G is 
geodetic, db E G (otherwise [bda] - [bia]) and cb E G (otherwise 
[due] - [dbc]). But then id(b) > 2, so that by the previous observation 
ad(b) = 1. 
(ii) If ib E G and bc E G, then, since G is geodetic, ic E G (otherwise 
[iac] - [ibc]; see Fig. 19). Let d E V, . Then, since G is geodetic, id E G 
(otherwise [due] - [die]) and since i cannot be a local source, there exists 
a point e such that ei E G. If e E V, , then ea E G and [eat] - [eic], which 
contradicts the fact that G is geodetic. If e E V, , then since G is geodetic, 
de E G (otherwise [eda] N [eia] and ce E G (otherwise [due] - [dec]). 
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But then [ice] - [ d 1, i e w  ic contradicts the fact that G is geodetic. If h h 
ib E G and cb E 6, then id(b) > 2, so that by the previous observation 
ad(b) = 1. 
I 
Thus, in any case when G is geodetic, ad(b) = 1 and we conclude that 
every point in V, (or V,) has the same outdegree and indegree. 
We shall assume that every point in VZ has outdegree 1, obtaining the 
remaining graphs by taking converses. From the arguments above, we 
determined that at most one point of V2 is adjacent to i and, by duality, 
at most one point of V3 is adjacent from i. Consider the various cases: 
I. No point of Vz is adjacent to i; no point of V, is adjacent from i, 
In this case, n = m and the graph C2 is obtained. C, is self-converse. 
II. One point of V, is adjacent to i; one point of V, is adjacent frsom i. 
In this case, n = m and the graph C3 is obtained. C, is also self-converse 
III. No point of V, is adjacent to i; one point of V, is adjacent from i. 
Xn this case, n = m + 1 and the graph C, is obtained. Its converse: C5, 
settles the remaining case where one point of V2 is adjacent to i and 
no point of V, is adjacent from i, 
COROLLARY 10.1. For each 2 < m < n, G = IY~,~,~ is strofigly 
geodetic if and only if G is isomorphic to one ojq the graphs Cz - C5 . 
COROLLARY 10.2. If G is a geodetic complete tripartite graph, then G is 
strongly geodetic if and only if6 contains no local source or local sink. 
Finally, we arrive at a characterization of geodetic complete tripartite 
graphs. 
THEOREM 11. If G is a geodetic complete tripartite graph wit 
V(G) = Vl w V, w V, , then there exists mother partition of V(G)? 
V(G) = Sl Y S, u .* ~ u S,, such that 
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(i) 1 Si j = 1 for i # k; 
(ii) Either Si, = m or else S, is isomorphic to one of the graphs 
C, - C, of Theorems 9 and 10, or to &, oriented cyclicly; 
(iii) Zfp~&,q~S~fori<j, thenpqEGifandonlyifpandq 
do not belong to the same partition set (V, , V, , or V,) of G. 
Proof. The appropriate partition and (iii) follow from Theorem 1. 
Since any nontrivial strong component must be either a complete bipartite 
or complete tripartite graph, according to Corollaries 4.1, 9.1, and 10.1, 
any nontrivial strong component must be isomorphic to K,,, oriented 
cyclicly or to one of the graphs C, - C, of Theorems 9 and 10. Since G 
is geodetic, G can contain at most one nontrivial strong component, so 
that (i) and (ii) follow. 
As in the case of geodetic complete bipartite graphs, we can 
systematically construct the essential structures possible for geodetic 
complete tripartite graphs by prescribing Sk and determining the possible 
configurations of the remaining points. However, whereas there are only 3 
essential structures possible for geodetic complete bipartite graphs, there 
are 12 essential structures possible for geodetic complete tripartite graphs. 
As before, we label the partition sets of G(VI , V, , and V,) by Z, ZZ, and ZZZ 
without regard to their relative sizes, and in Fig. 20, we again adopt the 
convention that any edge which is oriented downward may be deleted. 
Suppose S, = C, with {al} C Z, {b,) C ZZ, and (cl , c2 ,..., c,} C ZZZ. Since 
od(a,) > 2, if a2 E Z, then a2 E Si for some i < k, since otherwise there 
would exist at least two geodesics from a, to a2 . Similarly, since id(b,) > 2, 
if b, E II, then b, E Si for some i > k. Thus the remaining points in Z must 
lie above Sk and the remaining points in ZZ must lie below Sk in Fig. 20. 
However, if a2 E Z and b, E ZI, and c,+~ E III, then c,+~ can lie neither 
above nor below Sk if G is geodetic. Hence, in this case, we conclude that 
III = {Cl ) c2 )...) c,} and we obtain structure (i) in Fig. 20. Structures (ii) 
and (iii) result from assuming ZZ = (b,} and Z = {a,}, respectively. 
Similar arguments will yield structure (iv) when Sk = C, , structure (v) 
when Sk = C, , structure (vi) when S, = C, , structure (vii) when 
Sk = C, , structures (viii) and (ix) when S, = K,,, oriented cyclicly, 
and structures (x), (xi), and (xii) when Sk = o . 
5. COMPLETE k-PARTITE GRAPHS 
In addition to the strongly geodetic complete bipartite and tripartite 
subgraphs already characterized, we must determine whether G may 
contain any larger strongly geodetic subgraph. The following theorem 
settles this negatively. 
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FIG. 20. Essential structures of geodetic complete tripartite graphs 
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THEOREM 12. If G is a strongly geodetic complete k-partite graph, then 
k < 3. 
Proof. Suppose that k > 3 and let a, b, c, and d be four points of G 
belonging to partition sets I, II, III, and IV, respectively. Any other 
partition set of G, whenever assumed, will be labeled V. The induced 
subgraph H generated by {a, b, c, d} must be geodetic up to 2-paths and 
thus, since H contains only four points, geodetic, so according to 
Theorem 3, H contains either a local source or local sink. By directional 
duality, we may assume that H contains a local source and hence must 
conform to one of the two structures H1 or Hz in Fig. 21. 
FIGURE 21 
I. H = H1 . Thus we assume ab, ac, ad, bc, cd, db E G. Since G is 
strongly connected, there must exist a path from b to a. Suppose 
d(b, a) = 2 and let e be a point such that be, ea E G. 
Case 1. If e E III, then, since G is geodetic, ed E G (otherwise 
[ube] - lade]). But then [bed] - [bed], which contradicts the fact that G 
is geodetic. 
Case 2. If e E IV, then, since G is geodetic, ec E G (otherwise 
[abe] - [ace]). But then [ead] - [ecd], which contradicts the fact that 
G is geodetic. 
Case 3. If e E V, then, since G is geodetic, ed E G (otherwise 
[abe] - [ade]). But then [bed] N [bed], which contradicts the fact that 
G is geodetic. 
Suppose d(b, a) = 3 and let e and f be points such that be, ef, fa E G. 
According to Lemma 1, either b and f or e and a belong to the same 
partition set of G. 
Case 4. If e E 1, then, since G is geodetic, ed E G (otherwise 
[abe] - [ade]). But then [bed] - [bed], which contradicts the fact that 
G is geodetic. 
Case 5. Iff E II, then, since d(b, a) = 3, ae E G and since G is geodetic, 
fd E G (otherwise [adf] - [aef]). But then [fab] - [fdb], which contra- 
dicts the fact that G is geodetic. By Lemma 2, d(b, a) = 4 is impossible 
and by Lemma 3, d(b, a) > 4 is impossible. 
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II. W = Hz . Thus we assume ab, ac, ad, be, bd, cd E 6. Singe G is 
strongly connected, there must exist a path from d to a. Suppose 
d(d, a) = 2 and let e be a point such that de, ea E G. 
Case 1. If e E II, then, since G is geodetic, re E G (otherwise 
[cad] TV [ecd]). But then [ace] - [ d ], a e w  ic contradicts the fact that h h 
G is geodetic. 
Case 2. If e E III, then, since G is geodetic, be E G (otherwise 
ead] - [ebd]). But then [abe] - lade], which contradicts the fact that 
is geodetic. 
Case 3. If e E V, then, since G is geodetic, ce E G (otherwise 
Lead] - [ecd]). But then [ace] - [ d 1, a e w  ic contradicts the fact that h h 
G is geodetic. 
Suppose d(d, a) = 3 and let e and f be points such that de, ef,fi E G. 
By Lemma 1, either d andfor e and a belong to the same partition. 
Case 4. Tf e E I, then, since G is geodetic, eb f G (otherwise 
[abe] - [ade]) and ec E G (otherwise [ace] - Lade]). Uut then [ebdj - [ecd]), 
which contradicts the fact that G is geodetic. 
Case 5. If f E IV, then, since G is geodetic, bfE G (o~~e~~s~ 
wad] - Ifbd]) and cf~ G (otherwise [fad] N [fed]). But then [abf] ,- [a@], 
which contradicts the fact that G is geodetic. 
By Lemma 2, d(d, a) = 4 is impossible and by Lemma 3, d(d, a) > 4 
is impossible. 
Thus, in any case, the assumption that k > 3 leads to a ~o~tradi~tio~ 
and we conclude that k < 3. 
Finally, using Theorems 1 and 12 and Corollaries 4.1, 9.1, and 10. l4 
we obtain the following characterization of geodetic complete k-partite 
graphs. 
THEQREM 13. If G is a geodetic complete k-par&e graph wit 
V(G) = VI u V, u *** u V, , then there exists another partition sf V(G), 
V(~))S~vS,v..‘vS,sldchthat 
(i) j Si / = 1 for i f il , iz ,..., i, ; 
(ii) If i = il , i?, ,..., i, , then Si is isomorphic to one of the graphs 
Cl - C5 of Theorems 9 and 10 OY to K,,, oriented cyclicly; 
(iii> ,?fpE&, qgSj for i <j, thenpqEG ifand only @-fs and 
do not belong to the same partition set (V, , V2 ,...) V,) of G. 
By an argument similar to those following Theorems 5 and i 1, we could, 
if desired, construct the essential structures possible for geodetic complete 
k-par&e graphs. 
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